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2021 Catalog Supplement

New Releases

Eye Candy Readers pg. 3

Reusable Pleated Face Masks pg. 7

16pc Rotating Display pg. 6
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$9.50Fulton Brown, Gray

$9.50Waverly  Blue, Purple

$9.50Drew  Blue, Red

$9.50Millie  Purple, Smoke, Tortoise

$9.50Blair Blue, Brown, Pink

$9.50Benson Brown, Navy

$9.50Tulsa  Navy, Red $9.50Radical  Blue, Pink

Readers 1/4 strengths +0.75-3.00, 3.50, 4.00
reader
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$9.50Clark  Gray, Navy $9.50Rachel  Red, Teal

$9.50Howard

$9.50Calhoun  Green, Navy

Readers 1/4 strengths +0.75-3.00, 3.50, 4.00 computer readerreader

* color available in other variations denoted by icons

$9.50Glassy Red, Teal

$9.50Rowan Burgundy, Tort

* $9.50Dallas  Black, Navy, Red*

$9.50Colfax  Brown, Green
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$9.50Jardin

NECK HANGING READERS
Versatile readers featuring extra long temples to hang around your 
neck when not in use. Lightweight, comfortable and stylish.
1/4 strengths +0.75-3.00, 3.50, 4.00

$9.50Wisteria

$9.50Aviation

$9.50Praline

$9.50Envy

$9.50Overboard

$9.50Victoria  Blue, Pink

$9.50Jordan

$9.50Mahalo

$9.50Icing Blue, Pink

As Seen on Good Morning America
reader
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COMPUTER READING GLASSES
Lenses effectively filter blue light to reduce damage from  
harmful rays. Reduces headaches, eye strain and fatigue. For  
everyday use with computers and digital devices. ¼ strengths  
+0.75-2.50. Also available with no magnification (+0.00).

$15.00Ainsley 

$15.00Joey

$15.00Dallas  Red

KIDS BLUE LIGHT GLASSES
Lenses effectively filter blue light to reduce damage from  
harmful rays. Reduces headaches, eye strain and fatigue. 
Only available with no magnification. 
Protective drawstring pouch included.

$11.00Scout  Blue, Pink $11.00Jamie Pink, Blue

$11.00Wylie  Clear, Purple

$11.00Gala  Red, Aqua, Yellow

$11.00Milo Navy, Black
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16 PIECE  
ROTATING DISPLAY 
Free with: 

• 32pc purchase of readers/sun priced $9.50 and up
• 24pc purchase of adult/teen blue light computer glasses  

priced at $15.00
• 24pc purchase of combination adult/teen and kids blue light 

computer glasses (maximum of 12 kids blue light computer 
glasses priced at $11.00 to qualify for display)

Display features a case holder on the top along with an optional 
literature holder that can be added/customized. Larger mirror for 
better viewing and a slim profile to maximize counter space.  
This is the perfect starter display for our computer glasses/readers! 

Dimensions: 
27.5” x  11” x 8”
(case holder adds 2” to height; literature holder adds 5” to height) 

$10.00Axel Tortoise

POLARIZED SUNGLASSES
Maximum UVA/UVB protection. 
Polarized lenses reduce glare 

and make objects appear crisper 
and clearer. All polarized sunglasses  

include a drawstring bag. 

$10.00Axel Black
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REUSABLE PLEATED 
FACE MASKS
$6.00 ea
3pc Minimum

EYEGLASS CHAINS
Chains feature a lobster claw clasp for easy conversion to a necklace. 26" in total length

Retro Glasses 
Dark Grey
Light Grey 

White

Hearts 
Solid Black

Black w/ Red Hearts 
Red w/ Black Hearts

$6.00Portia  Brown$6.00Portia  Aqua

ELASTIC NECK CORDS
Removable rubber ends (so these can be used with masks as well) 

Available in purple, black, blue, royal blue, and pink. 22” in total length
 $1.50 each and packaged 12pcs per color ($18 total) or  

15pc assortment of 3pcs of each color ($22.50 total)

Adjustable  
Ear Loops

Pleated Face Mask 
with Nose Wire
size 170mm x 95mm

2 Layer Design with 
Filter Pocket

Prints: Polyester Exterior & 100% Cotton Liner
Solid Colors: 100% Cotton Exterior & Liner 

*filter not included  

✓
One Size Fits MostWashable & Reusable 

Wash before first use
Hand washing recommended

Hang to dry 
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Optical SafetySports Anti-Fog with Mask 

5 Grams 

ANTI-FOG GEL
20 Piece Display Kit

$60 ($3 per tube)

*Only sold as a kit

Simply rub a small amount of gel on your lenses and  
lightly buff clean for fog free glasses, goggles and more! 


